Transferable
skills
A guide
for schools

The global transferable skills gap
In recent years, universities and employers have highlighted the need
for students and graduates to develop a range of transferable skills,
often referred to as ‘soft skills’, to enable them to better meet the
demands of undergraduate study and the world of work.
In fact, universities and employers consider transferable skills
to be the largest skills gap overall.

1 in 6

54%

1 in 3

87%

employers
have difficulty
finding
candidates
with the skills
they require1

of companies
say that skills
shortages impact
their ability
to serve their
customers2

skills in a
job posting is a
“soft skill”1

of university
professors
do not think
students have
the research
skills needed for
degree-level
study3

The transferable skills gap demonstrates
that students require more than just
‘knowledge’ to be successful.
It’s about skills as well as knowledge
to be successful at further study,
higher education and in the workplace.
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Employability - Personal & Social Capability Framework report from Pearson, 2016.
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Employability report from PSB for Pearson, 2016.
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Bridging the Gap: Understanding the Differing Research Expectations of First-Year Students and Professors, Meg Raven, Mount Saint Vincent University), 2016.

The global transferable skills gap
It’s really the more fundamental skills
like teamwork and communication
that seem to matter the most,
that employers demand the most”
Guy Berger, the chief economist at LinkedIn.

JOB

VACANCY:
Manager
KEY REQUIREMENTS:

Mus t have excellent:

Mus t be:

Communication skills

Flexible

Team working skills

Adaptable

Interpersonal skills

Self-motivated

Analytical skills
Problem-solving skills

Research we have conducted recently highlights that teachers,
parents and students are aware of the global transferable skills gap
and as a result, seek a truly comprehensive curriculum that develops
not only subject knowledge, but the transferable skills in demand
by university and employers.
This is why we have ensured that transferable skills are
embedded in the new Pearson Edexcel International GCSEs (9–1)
and Pearson Edexcel International Advanced Levels, as well as the
new iPrimary and iLowerSecondary for 5-14 year-olds.

What are transferable skills?
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
defines transferable skills as ‘the bundle of knowledge, attributes and
capacities that can be learned and that enable individuals to successfully
and consistently perform an activity or task and can be built upon and
extended through learning’.
Education systems around the world also refer to transferable skills as:
Core
competencies

Generic
skills

Critical
skills

Higher order
thinking skills

21st century
skills

Creativity and
innovation

Conceptual
learning

Problem
solving

Pearson’s research team reviewed a number of skills frameworks for our
Edexcel qualifications, and selected the US National Research Council’s
(NRC) framework as being the most suitable. This is because:
•

The NRC is the most evidence-based and robust of its type.

•

The framework includes cognitive, intrapersonal and interpersonal skills.

•

During the development process of our International GCSEs and International
Advanced Level qualifications and resources, we have ensured that there are
opportunities for the transferable skills contained in the NRC framework to be
developed and assessed, where a transferable skill naturally occurs within a
subject (not all skills will be relevant for every subject).

•

The breadth of transferable skills, listed in the NRC framework diagram
below are covered by the full range of subjects in the Pearson Edexcel
International GCSE (9–1) curriculum and Pearson Edexcel International
Advanced Levels.

65%

of children aged 12
in 2015 will do jobs
that don’t exist yet!1
1

Future of Skills 2030 research by Pearson, Nesta and the Oxford Martin School: futureskills.pearson.com

NRC transferable skills framework
Cognitive
Skills
“Core skills your
brain uses to think,
learn and reason –
used to carry out
any task”

Intrapersonal
skills
“This is emotional
intelligence, the
ability to know,
understand and
manage your own
emotions
and learning”

Cognitive Processes
and Strategies

Creativity

Critical Thinking

Creativity

Problem Solving

Innovation

Analysis
Reasoning / Argumentation

Intellectual
Openness

Work Ethic /
Conscientiousness

Positive Core
Self Evaluation

Adaptability

Initiative

Self-monitoring

Personal and Social
Responsibility

Self-Direction

Self-evaluation

Responsibility

Self-reinforcement

Continuous Learning
Intellectual Interest
and Curiosity

Perseverance
Productivity

Adaptive Learning

Self-regulation
(metacognition,
forethought,
reflection)

Executive Function

Ethics

Interpretation
Decision Making

Integrity

Teamwork and Collaboration

Interpersonal
Skills
“The life skills we use
everyday to
communicate
and interact with
other people, both
individually
and in groups”

Communication
Collaboration
Teamwork
Co-operation
Interpersonal Skills
Empathy / Perspective Taking
Negotiation
Leadership
Responsibility
Assertive Communication
Self-Presentation
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5-14

Pearson Edexcel iPrimary and
iLowerSecondary overview
Pearson Edexcel iPrimary and iLowerSecondary are one-stop international programmes for
children aged 5–14. It’s not just a curriculum – it’s a complete toolkit for schools.

Keep your skills sharp
with free face-to-face
teacher training and
online Professional
Development support.

Cut your planning
time with our lesson
and unit plan
examples.

Guide your students through
the curriculum with
our ready-made schemes
of work.

Easily work out exactly
what to teach and when
with our detailed
teacher’s guides.

Measure your students’
learning with built-in
Progress and
Achievement Tests.

Steer students towards
success at International
GCSE with a curriculum that
builds on their learning at
every stage.

Draw your students in
with an internationally focused
curriculum, written with
additional language
learners in mind.

Make sure
knowledge sticks
with accessible and
culturally-relevant examples
and resources.

How are transferable skills
covered in Pearson Edexcel
iPrimary and iLowerSecondary
Principles for progress are a collection of the 10 principles (identified by our pedagogical experts)
that will give your students the best opportunity to make progress in their learning. Each principle
is accompanied by guidance relating to specific teaching approaches, tips and issues to watch out
for, all written in clear, practical steps that you can use in the classroom. Formative assessment
underpins and runs through all of these principles. Knowing the students’ starting point,
understanding their learning and reflecting on their development helps to ensure progress for all.

Principle

Summary

1

Engaging
everyone

Here you will find techniques for ensuring that all students are involved in the lesson and
participate in discussion, including whole class question and answer sessions.

2

Differentiation

This section provides techniques for adapting your teaching to ensure that all students can
access the learning according to their level and achieve good outcomes. These techniques
also convey the importance of having high expectations of all students.

3

Enabling
independent
learning

This section outlines suggestions for supporting your students to ‘have a go’ and not to
be put off by challenging ideas or tasks. It also has techniques for helping all students take
more responsibility for their own progress.

4

Effective
questioning

This section offers practical tips for asking questions that make students think. It outlines
question types (for example, closed, open, factual, conceptual, probing, discussion) and
provides examples of each.

5

Teacher talk

Teacher talk is important and this section outlines how to make it as effective as possible
with ways of engaging your students as you introduce new content and explain activities.

6

Collaborative
activities

In this section you will find lots of practical ideas for grouping students and ensuring that
group work is really focused and productive. It also outlines ways of developing student
ownership of their learning and the ways in which group work can build confidence too.

7

Teacher
demonstration

This section is focused on how to conduct effective teacher demonstrations and how you
can model important learning behaviours too.

8

Developing
thinking skills

In this section you will find good ideas for developing your students’ abilities to think
critically, to problem-solve and to carry out their own mini inquiries.

9

Reflecting on
learning

Here, you will find ideas to encourage students to think constructively about their own
learning and to take control over how to make better progress.

Feedback (in
both directions)

This section offers practical ideas for conducting good two-way feedback between you and
your students in order to improve learning and achievement.

10
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An overview of the new Pearson
Edexcel International GCSEs (9–1)
Our new suite of International GCSE (9–1) qualifications are designed to:

Be more relevant
for international
students
With more international
content, including the
addition of further
international content
topics and the use of local
contexts where possible.

Provide detailed
exam analysis with
ResultsPlus
ResultsPlus is a service
unique to Pearson that
provides free online indepth mock and actual
exam performance
analysis, supporting
teachers to plan
improvements in teaching
and learning, driving
attainment.

Reward outstanding
academic achievement
By introducing a new 9–1
grading scale, with the new
grade 9 representing a new
level of attainment, you can
differentiate your top performing
students. There’s also greater
differentiation in the middle of
the scale, with grades 6,5, and
4 being equivalent to the old
grades B and C

Offer a wider range of
teaching and learning
materials, resources
and training
This support includes schemes
of work, Getting Started
guides, exemplar materials,
ExamWizard, comprehensive
textbooks and interactive
resources, digital services and
tailored teacher training.

Contain
embedded
transferable
skills
Such as problemsolving and verbal
reasoning, skills
needed to seamlessly
progress to higherlevel study and
that are valued by
employers.

Support
progression
to further study
Developed with the
help of teachers and
higher-education
representatives, they
provide seamless
progression to further
study, including A
levels and beyond.

How are transferable skills
embedded in Edexcel
International GCSEs (9–1)?
If you’re following Pearson Edexcel International GCSE (9–1)
specifications or your students are using our textbooks, you’ve already
started integrating transferable skills into your teaching.
That’s because they are embedded and signposted in the qualifications
and Student Books.

Textbooks example
In the Edexcel International GCSE (9–1) English Literature Student Book,
the transferable skill ‘critical thinking’ is specifically developed through
a suggested activity.

280 PAPER 2

LITERARY HERITAGE TEXTS

PAP

ACTIVITY 5

Textbooks
example

AO1

SKILLS

ANALYSIS, REASONING,
EXECUTIVE FUNCTION

▼ UNDERSTANDING THE TEX
T
Find three examples in the
play where the language form
changes from
verse to prose or from pros
e to verse. This could happ
en during a scene
or from one scene to the next
. For each example, write
a short paragraph
describing:
1 what happens on stage
when this change of form
takes place
2 the effect that the change
of form has on the audience
.

EXAM-STYLE QUESTIONS

!

AO1
SKILLS

AO2

10th

AO4

CRITICAL THINKING, ANALYSIS,
REASONING, INTERPRETATION,
ADAPTIVE LEARNING

HINT

In the exam, you will have 45 minut
es in
which to write your essay. There
will be a
choice of two questions on the paper
. Use
these exam-style questions to pract
ise exam
technique and timing. Remember
to consider
language, form and structure and
refer to the
context of the play in your response.
1

AO1: This opening sentence show
s
consideration of the text as a whole
.

2

AO4: This comment shows good
contextual
understanding.
3

AO4: These sentences show how
you can
expand a contextual point. Thes
e ideas are
relevant to the question, as they
explain
why this form of discrimination
was
particularly unjust.
4

AO1: This comment on the quota
tion makes
clear how seriously Shylock takes
the idea of
justice. Consider what happens
next – what
could you say about the judge’s
decision to

1 Show how attitudes towa
rds people of other races and
faiths are
presented in The Merchant
of Venice. You must consider
language,
form and structure and refer
to the context of the play in
your answer.
(30 marks)
2 In what ways is setting
important in The Merchant
of Venice? You must
consider language, form and
structure and refer to the cont
ext of the
play in your answer.
(30 marks)
3 Explore the relationship
between Portia and Nerissa.
You must consider
language, form and structure
and refer to the context of
the play in your
answer.
(30 marks)
4 Explore the significance
of money and trade within
The Merchant of
Venice. You must consider
language, form and structure
and refer to
the context of the play in your
answer.
(30 marks)
5 What is the significance
of justice and mercy in The
Merchant of Venice?
You must consider language
, form and structure and refer
to the context
of the play in your answer.
(30 marks)
5 The theme of justice and merc
y is integral to the plot of The Merc
hant of Venice. 1
Shylock holds a great sense of
injustice in the way he has alwa
ys been discriminated
against as a Jew 2. Lending mone
y was seen as immoral at this
time, and although
Christians disapproved, it was
the only possible way that Jews
were allowed to make
money. Christians like Antonio
and Bassanio benefit from mone
y-lending, so it shows
the hypocrisy in Venetian socie 3
ty . Shylock’s bitterness is evide
nt in all his dealings
with Antonio. He refuses to give
up on receiving his pound of flesh
from Antonio, even
when Portia reasons with him
to be merciful. Shylock’s decla
res in court that if the judge
denies his rights, he will ‘let the
danger light / Upon your charter
and your city’s freedom’.
‘Charter’ means law, so he is threa
tening the law and order of the
whole of Venice. 4

FUR

Qualifications example Specifications and Schemes of Work
In the specifications and Schemes of Work (SoW) for each subject,
transferable skills gained through teaching, delivery and assessment
are signposted. This is shown in the English Literature specification
and English Language A SoW examples below.

English Language A
SoW example

Paper 1:

Cognitive skills

Lesson

Non-fiction and transactional Writing
Paper and
section

Learning
outcomes

Paper 1:
Nonfiction
(Section
A)

Students
will be
able to:
Unders tand
the main
ideas a
writer is

Cognitive Processes
and Strategies:

Creativity:

Intrapersonal Skills

Intellect ual
openness:

Work ethic/
conscientiousness:

Content

Content

Students
Selected
should be
extracts from
given an
Part 1 of the
extract from
Anthology.
Part 1 of the
Anthology.
Alternatively,
Introduce
use materials
different
that are
strategies
known to be
for working
enjoyed by
out a writer’s
the students
main ideas:
and that they
●
have used
highlig hting
before in the
words in the
classroom.
text they do
• Critical thinking
not
• Problem undersolving
stand and
• Analysis
• Reasonin
g out
working
• Interpretation
the mean• Decision
Summaries of
Making
• Adaptive
learning
ing using
the
texts.
• Executiv
e function
contex
t
●
• Creativity
summa
• Innovati
on rising
the ideas of
• Adaptab
eachility
para• Personal
and social responsibility
graph
• Continuous learning
● ual interest
• Intellect
and curiosity
highlig hting the key
• Initiative
points
in the
• Self-direction
textibility
• Respons
• Persever
● ance
• Productivity
highlig
hting
• Self-regu
lation
(metacognition,
the topic
forethou
ght, reflection)

• Ethics
• Integrity
• Positive Core Self Evaluation
• Self-monitoring/

Which
transferable skills
are explicitly
assessed throug h
examination?

Which transferable
skills could also be
acquired throug h
teaching and
delivery?

Problem solving
Creativity

Problem solving
Executive function
Creativity

English Literature
Specification example

Problem solving
for English Language
writing about text to solve
a problem, for example
in response to a
specific
context.

Initiative
for English Language
responding in a
discussion or writing
task. Drawing on
unusual or tangential
material, helping to
reach a solution.

Full subject specific skills
interpretations are available
for each subject.

Further support for developing
skills for learning and work
All our Pearson Edexcel International GCSEs (9–1) specifications
have accompanying skills mapping and transferable skills definitions
for every subject.

Transferable skills definitions

Transferable skills subject interpretation
for the Pearson Edexcel International GCSE
in Biology

(9-1)
Transferable skills will help students cope with
the different demands of degree study and provide
a solid skills base that enables them to adapt
educational stages; and ultimately into employment
and thrive in different environments across
.
A good international education should enable
students to start developing transferable skills
as early as possible. Developing these transferable
the International GCSE curriculum can help build
skills where they naturally occur as part of
learner confidence and embed the importance
of this well-rounded development. This builds
for A-level and higher education.
the foundations to ensure students are ready
Our approach to enhancing transferable skills
in our International GCSEs ensures that it is not
only the academic and cognitive skills that are
universities highlight as being essential for success.
developed, but those broader elements that
Skills such as self-directed study, independent
research, self-awareness of own strengths and
skills that students cannot learn from a textbook
weaknesses and time-management are
but have to be developed through the teaching
and learning experience that can be provided
through an international curriculum.
To support the design of our qualifications, the
Pearson Research Team selected and evaluated
seven global 21st-century skills frameworks. Following
the National Research Council’s (NRC) framework
on from this process, we identified
as the most evidence-based and robust skills
framework.
In the tables below, we have taken the NRC framework
skills and provided an explicit definition of how
each skill can be interpreted for this subject. This
to understand examples of how they can develop
will enable teachers and learners
each skill through this International GCSE.

Intrapersonal skills

Interpersonal skills

Intellectual Openness
Adaptability

Personal and
social
responsibility
Continuous
learning

Teamwork and collaboration

Ability to select and apply knowledge and
understanding of scientific processes, which
is not prompted or provided to biology
problems.
Appreciate ethical issues in biology.
Planning and reflecting on own learningsetting goals and meeting them regularly.

Intellectual
Identifying a problem under own initiative,
interest and
planning a solution and carrying this out.
curiosity
Work ethic/conscientiousness

Communication

Collaboration

Able to communicate ideas to peers and
teachers and to discuss the logic of
algorithms and code (verbally or
written).
Working with peers on shared tasks;
giving feedback on peers on problem
solving and other tasks.
Working with peers to solve problems
and create programs.

Teamwork

Co-operation

Share ideas with peers and supports
peers who are finding tasks difficult.

Interpersonal skills

Giving feedback to peers that is
appropriate and delivered in a way that
encourages them.

Cognitive skills

Cognitive Processes and Strategies
Critical thinking

Problem solving
Analysis

Reasoning
Decision Making

Using many different pieces of
information from biology and
synthesise this information to make
judgements.
Apply unifying patterns and themes in
biology and use them in new and
changing situations.
Analyse and interpret data and
experimental methods, drawing
conclusions, which are consistent with
evidence from experimental activities.
Evaluate information related to biology
and make judgements on the basis of
this information.
Evaluate data and experimental
methods, drawing conclusions, which
are consistent with evidence from
secondary sources and experimental
activities. Suggest possible
improvements and further
investigations.
Learn about unifying patterns and
themes in biology and use them in
new and changing situations.
Plan investigations using experimental
and investigative skills based on
correct and safe laboratory
techniques. Evaluate the effectiveness
of an investigation in terms of
accuracy, validity and reliability.

Transferable skills mapping are available for all subjects
Initiative

Self-direction

Using knowledge of biology, independently
(without guided learning), to further own
understanding.
Planning and carrying out investigations
under own direction.

Leadership

Adaptive learning

Leadership

Leading a group of peers to complete a
task.

Executive function

Transferable Skills International GCSE Subject Mapping

: Biology

Transferable skills will help students cope with
the different demands of degree study and provide
a solid skills base that enables them to adapt
educational stages; and ultimately into employment
and thrive in different environments across
. A good international education should enable
students to start developing transferable skills
transferable skills where they naturally occur
as early as possible. Developing these
as part of the International GCSE curriculum can
help build learner confidence and embed the importance
of this well-rounded development.
Our approach to enhancing transferable skills
in our International GCSEs ensures that it is not
only the academic and cognitive skills that are
universities highlight as being essential for success.
developed, but those broader elements that
Skills such as self-directed study, independent
research,
self-awareness of own strengths and weaknesses
skills that students cannot learn from a textbook
but have to be developed through the teaching
and time-management are
and learning experience that can be provided
through an international curriculum.
In the tables below, we have taken a framework
of skills and provided mapping to suggest where
each skill can be assessed, and where each skill
will enable teachers and learners to understand
could
be developed for this subject. This
where they are developing each skill, and examples
of how they can develop each skill through this
International GCSE.
NRC framework skill
Skill interpretation in this subject
Where the skill is covered in content
Where the skill is explicitly
Opportunity for the skill to be
assessed in examination
developed through teaching and
Cognitive skills
learning approach
Cognitive Processes and Strategies
Critical thinking
Examples in several parts of the specification including:
Using many different pieces
e.g.
Yes
of information from biology
SAM Paper 1 Qu 6(c)
and synthesise this
2.15 - 2.16 Movement
information to make
judgements.

of substances into and out of cells

2.40 – 2.45 Understand and explain the different aspects
of gas exchange
in living organisms
4.12 Understand the biological consequences
of pollution of air by
sulfur dioxide and by carbon monoxide

SAM Paper 1 Qu 7(c)
SAM Paper 1 Qu 11
SAM paper 2 Qu 3

j. Co-ordination and response

Problem solving

Apply unifying patterns and
themes in biology and use
them in new and changing
situations.

Understand how organisms are able to respond
to changes in their
environment

Examples in several parts of the specification including:

3.2 Understand that fertilisation involves the
fusion of a male and
female gamete to produce a zygote that undergoes
cell division
and develops into an embryo.
3.16B Describe a DNA molecule as two strands
coiled to
form a double helix, the strands being linked
by a series of
paired bases: adenine (A) with thymine (T),
and cytosine
(C) with guanine (G)

e.g.

Yes

SAM Paper 1 Qu 9
SAM Paper 2 Qu 5

3.24 Understand how to interpret family pedigrees
3.35B Understand how a change in DNA can
affect the
phenotype by altering the sequence of amino
acids in a
protein

Analysis

Analyse and interpret data
and experimental methods,
drawing conclusions, which
are consistent with evidence

Examples in several parts of the specification including:

e.g

2.34 Understand how the process of respiration
produces ATP in
living organisms

SAM Paper 1 Qu 3

Yes
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An overview of Pearson Edexcel
International Advanced Levels (IAL)
Our International Advanced Level qualifications have been developed
in consultation with the international school community, including a
large number of teachers and university lecturers, to be engaging for
international learners and to give them the necessary skills to support
progression to higher and further study.
Now available in 21 subjects, with the following subjects updated for first
teaching in September 2018: Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Pure
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Business, Economics and IT
(NEW for 2018).

International

Modular

Flexible

Rigorous

Designed for
international
students.

Provides the
opportunity for
unit resits to
improve exam
performance
and final grade.

January, June
and October
assessment
opportunities for
most subjects.

Are fully comparable
to UK reformed GCE A
levels, as certified by UK
NARIC.

University
recognition

ResultsPlus

World-class

ResultsPlus
provides exam
performance
insight that can
be used to help
improve future
exam results.

Designed to
Pearson’s worldclass qualification
principles and
benchmarked
against
other leading
international
curriculums.

Outstanding
support

Recognised
by universities
worldwide.

Including lesson plans,
schemes of work, past
papers, mark schemes,
examiner reports, Ask
the Expert, Subject
Advisor experts,
tailored teacher
training and more.

How Pearson Edexcel
International Advanced Level
(IAL) supports the development
of transferable skills
Transferable skills are embedded in our International Advanced Level
qualifications and textbooks in the same way they are in our
International GCSEs (9–1).

Transferable Skills in the Student Books
Skills are developed as part of the activities in the Student Books. They
are clearly signposted so you and learners can easily identify the skills
they are learning as part of their learning.
3 PRODUCTION POSSIBILITY

1.3.1 INTRODUCTORY CON

Civilian production

Example
from Pearson
Edexcel
International
A Level
Economics
Student
Book

FRONTIERS

CEPTS
Gro
wth
in
the
economy can happen if:
The production possibility
frontier illustrates clearly
• the quantity of resource
the principle of opportunity
s available for production
cost. Assume that the
incr
eas
es;
for
instance there might be
economy is producing at
an increase
point C in Figure 1 and that
in
the
num
ber of workers in the eco
the aim is to move to the
nomy, or new
point
factories and offices mig
output of manufactured goo D. This means that the
ht be built
ds will increase from 30
• there is an increase in
to 35 units. However, the
the quality of resources;
opportunity cost of that
education will make workers
(i.e.
what has to be given up
more productive
because of that choice)
and
tech
nica
l progress will allow mac
is the
lost output of non-manufa
hines and
ctured goods, falling from
prod
ucti
on
processes to produce mor
30 to 20 units. The opportu
e with the
nity cost at C of increasing
same amount of resource
manufacturing production
s.
by five units is 10 units of
The PPF can shift inwards
non-manufactured goods.
as well as outwards. The
productive potential of an
economy can fall. For
Another way of expressing
this is to use the
example, war can destroy
concept of the margin. In
economic infrastructure.
economics, the margin is
A
rapi
d
fall
in
the number of workers in
a point of possible change
a population
. At the point C in Figure
can reduce potential outp
1, the economy could prod
ut. Some environmentalis
ts
uce more manufactured
predict that global war min
goods, but at the cost of
g will damage world
giving up non-manufactur
agriculture and this will then
ed
goods. For example, the
affe
ct
all
production.
marginal cost of five mor
Global war ming could ther
e
units of manufactured goo
efore lead to a shift inwards
ds would be 10 fewer unit
of the world’s PPF.
s
of non-manufactured goo
ds. This is shown by the
Many economies experie
movement from C to D alon
nce high levels of
g the boundary.
unemployment of workers
. Factories and machines
may
not
be used when this occurs.
ECONOMIC GROWTH OR DE
CLINE
Production then occurs with
The economy cannot prod
in the boundary and
uce at any point outside
not on the boundary suc
h as at the point F in Figu
its existing PPF. This is bec
re
1. If resources became fully
ause the PPF shows the
maximum potential output
used, the economy could
move from inside the bou
of an economy. In Figure
1,
ndary to a point on the
for example, the econom
y cannot produce at the
boundary. In Figure 1, this
point
would mean a move from
G. However, the econom
y might be able to move
the point F to, say, D or E.
to
the right of its PPF in the
future if there is econom
ic
growth. An increase in the
productive potential of an
FIGURE 2
economy is shown by a shif
t outwards of the PPF. In
Figure 2 economic grow
Economic growth
th pushes the PPF from PP
to QQ, allowing the econom
An increase in the quantity
y to increase its maximum
or quality of the inputs to
level of production, say,
the production process mea
from A to B.
ns that an economy has
increased its productive
potential. This is shown by
PROBLEM-SOLVING,
ACTIVITY 1
a
SKILLS REAS
shift
to
the
righ
t of the production possibil
ONING
ity frontier
from PP to QQ. It would
CASE STUDY: THE PRODUC
enable the economy to mov
TION POSSIBILITY FRONTIE
e
production, for instance,
R
from point A to point B.
The production possibility
frontier of an economy is
Q
as shown in Figure 1.
(a) (i) If the economy prod
uces
manufactured goods, wha 15 units of
P
t is
B
number of non-manufactur the maximum
ed goods it can
produce? (ii) How many
A
manufactured
goods could it produce if
production of nonmanufactured goods was
(b) The economy is currentl 50 units?
P
y ope
Q
0
C. What is the opportunity rating at point
Military production
cost of increasing
pro

OPPORTUNITY COST

15

specIfIcaTIoN 1.1.3

UNIT 1 MarkeT posITIoNINg

29

eXam-styLe Questions

harLey-davidson
skILLs

love to buy and ride prem
ium motorcycles. The dist
inct
and innovative design has
helped Harley-Davidson brea
k
into new and emerging mar
kets across the world.
Harley-Davidson is now enjo
ying
succ
ess
by
differentiating its products
clearly from those of rival
s. It
has developed a competi
tive advantage by offering
its
customers a wide range
of different products and
a high
level of customisation from
the handle and the stand
to the overall looks. This
also includes the motorcy
cle
accessories riders can wea
r. The company has also
developed a specific cult
ure for Harley-Davidson bike
rs
through its Harley Owners
Group. This owners’ club
holds regular meetings whe
re Harley owners from
different regions can get
together and enjoy a lifes
tyle of
passionate bikers.

aNaLysIs
INTerpreTaTIoN

Example
from Pearson
Edexcel
International
A Level
Business
Student
Book

Harley-Davidson is a high
profile US motorcycle
manufacturer. It was esta
blished in 1903 and develop
ed
a good reputation for its
advanced technology and
classic design. For many
years the company enjoyed
a
number of advantages ove
r its competitors. For exam
ple,
the brand was steeped in
US history. Also, HarleyDavidson motorcycles wer
e used by the US army in
both
world wars. The brand had
a distinctive image. It was
associated with a powerfu
l, brave and rebellious man
and
an adventurous lifestyle that
was attractive to a signifi
cant
number of males aged betw
een 25 and 35.
However, eventually strong
competition emerged in
the market, particularly from
Japan, and Harley-Davidso
n
nearly went bankrupt on
more than one occasion.
The
company faced a number
of problems.
●● Competitors
’ motorcycles were often
more reliable than
Harley-Davidsons.
●● A number
of quality Japanese brands
entered the
market.
●● The HarleyDavidson brand became
associated with
biker gangs, such as the
Hells Angels.
●● Harley-Dav
idsons were eventually perc
eived as oldfashioned.
To resolve these problem
s the company attempted
to
reposition the Harley-Dav
idson. The motorcycles faile
d to ▲◼A Harley-Davidson motorcycle
meet the quality standard
s that the customers dem
anded.
The products were also not
appealing to the younger
market segments. HarleyDavidson decided to cha
nnel
resources from marketing
into improving the quality
and reliability of their prod
(a) (i) Define market pos
ucts. Once these quality
itioning.
and
(2 marks)
technical issues were reso
(ii) Explain why Harley-Dav
lved the company began
idson felt the need to
to
grow again. It is now pos
repo
sitio
n
its brand.
itioned at the premium (hig
h(2 marks)
priced) end of the market.
(b) Define psychographic
segmentation. Use the exam
ple
Harley-Davidson uses psyc
in this case to support you
hographic segmentation
r
answ
er.
(4 marks)
to
cater to the changing nee
(c) Explain one way in whic
ds of consumers. This is
h
Har
leyDav
idso
n
mainly
has
because the motorcycle is
developed a competitive
a lifestyle brand. Customers
advantage.
(4 marks)
choose a Harley-Davidso
(d) Assess the importance
n over rival bikes because
to Harley-Davidson of prod
they
uct
differentiation in this case
.
(10 marks)
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SKILLS

CRITICAL THINKING, PROBLEM
ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION

ture was built in
11th century. The present struc
Agra Fort was first built in the
a projectile.
as
ll
onba
cann
a
fires
that
using a cannon

STUDENT ESSAY

SOLVING,

1573. In this activity, you need

Example
from Pearson
Edexcel
International
A Level
Physics
Student
Book

to imagine attacking the fort

explosion
the cannonball. The cannon
about the initial velocity of
the cannonball (mass = 12 kg)
could act for 0.05s to accelerate the cannonball to leave the
s
with a force of 9300 N. It cause
the horizontal.
cannon at an angle of 45° to

1/4/18 3:52 PM

Steps to the answer
this
lations are required to solve
We can work out what calcu
the answer we want to find.
from
back
ing
work
by
em,
probl
d be
the parabola trajectory woul
The fundamental idea is that
into the
not interrupted by crashing
symmetrical if the flight was
fortress wall.
need to
wall from the ground, we will
height
1 To find the height up the
the cannonball’s maximum
work out how far down from
it falls:
H = hmax − h
then
CO World Heritage Site
the time of flight, ttotal We can
fig A Agra Castle is now a UNES
t
2 To find h, we need to know
a
er
answ
h , and time to fall from heigh
to
anics
mech
basic
divide this into a time to reach maxal acceleration to calculate the
In this section, I will use some ire Artillery really have attacked
tation
gravi
al
vertic
Emp
use
hal
will
Mug
We
h.
question: could the
time:
ibed previously? The nineteenth
vertical drop in that remaining
Agra Fort in the manner descr that the fort was under siege by
s __
_____
ests
=
t
ever,
century source material sugg
total
How
ery’.
v
horizontal
hs and ‘battered by artill
s = 150 m.
the Mughals for three mont
do not
From fig B, we can see that
of the original construction
the current walls that are part
ity to give the
.
scars
be found by resolving the veloc
battle
can
3 vhorizontal
have many obvious
is:
onent:
here
comp
ered
ontal
answ
be
horiz
to
s
need
that
Looking at fig B, the question
vhorizontal = vtotal × cos 45°
ll hit?’
of the fort will the cannonba
the cannon’s acceleration
‘How high up the front wall
overall velocity will come from
The
4
B as ‘H’.
fig
on
ed
mark
ll:
is
t
onba
heigh
cann
This
of the
v = u + at
−1
ion tells us that the explosion
where u = 0 m s , and the quest
ds.
secon
0.05
for
acts
h
n
Vtotal
motion gives us the acceleratio
hmax
5 Newton’s second law of
by the sling
d
cause
H 24 m
F
a = __
m
Agra Fort
sing these steps:
Calculate the answer by rever

Transferable skills in the
specifications

Intrapersonal skills

Cognitive skills

In the Pearson Edexcel International Advanced Level (IAL) specifications,
for each subject, transferable skills gained through teaching, delivery and
assessment are signposted. This is shown in the Economics example below.

Cognitive
processes and
strategies

Critical thinking
Problem solving

•

Analysis

•
•

Reasoning/argumen
tation
Interpretation

•

Decision making

•

Adaptive learning

•
Creativity

Executive function

•

Creativity

•
Intellectual
openness

Innovation

•

Adaptability

•
•
•

Work ethic/
conscientiousness

•

Positive core
self-evaluation

Interpersonal skills

•
•

Teamwork and
collaboration

Leadership

Personal and social resp
onsibility

Continuous learning

Intellectual interest
and curiosity

Initiative

•

Self-direction

•

Responsibility

•

Perseverance

•

Productivity

•

Self-regulation (metaco
gnition,
forethought, reflectio
n)

•

Ethics

•

Integrity

•

Self-monitoring/self-ev
aluation/
self-reinforcement

•

Communication

•

Collaboration

•

Teamwork

•

Cooperation

•

Empathy/perspectiv

•

Negotiation

•

Leadership

•

Responsibility

e taking

•

Assertive communicat
ion

•

Self-presentation

Thinking critically abo
ut
economics ideas and
issues.
Using various econom
ic
concepts and econom
ic data to
synthesise the informa
tion to
make judgements.

The notion that busines
ses and
individuals need to act
for the
benefit of society at
large.
Appreciate ethical issu
es
relating to economic
issues

The imparting or exc
hanging of
information by speakin
g or
writing. Able to com
municate
an Economic concep
t to others
verbally or in written
forms.
Answer questions on
the issue.

Our International Advanced Level specifications also have accompanying
skills mapping and transferable skills definitions for every subject, in the
same way that our International GCSEs do.
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Transferable skills mapping
NRC framework skills

Sources:
Cognitive/Intrapersona
l and

IAL: Psychology
NRC framework skill

Cognitive skills
Cognitive Processes
and Strategies
Critical thinking

Interpersonal skills adapt

ed and taken from the

Skill interpretation in
this subject
for IAL
Agreed with subject team
, should capture broad definition
so not restrictive
(or limited to single part
of spec)

NRC framework

Examples of where this
skill is
covered in specificati
on content

Examples of where this
skill
is explicitly assessed
in examination, include AO
ref and
SAM q refs

Opportunity for the skill
to
be covered in teaching
and
learning approaches
(with
examples).

Developing a critical persp
ective on
psychology by analysing
the way psychological theory and resea
rch can be
critically evaluated.

Throughout the specificatio
n students WPS01 3 Exten
may be required to respo
ded written essay Stude
nd to
nts can use core evalu
with levels based asses
stimulus material using
ative
sment
concepts, such as issue
psychological WPS02
s of va11 synoptic extended
concepts, theories and
lidity, reliability, credibility,
research from written
essay with levels based
ethics,
across topic areas (p.5).
gener
alisability, objectivity, subassessment
Topic E Developmental
jectivity to analyse mater
Psychology
WPS03 5 synoptic issue
ial within
Students must show an
s extend- lessons and
understand- ed writte
debate the outco
n essay with levels based
ing that developmental
of their decisions; for exam mes
psychology is assessmen
ple,
t
about the development
application of evaluations
of the individ- WPS04
1(a)(i
to key
ual from before birth to
studies such as Burger
adolescence psychologic )(ii) implications of
(2009
al theory
and beyond, in that what
Students can present resea ).
we experiWPS0
4
7
Key question for society
rch
ence as children affect
s us including extended
evidence that they have
invesessay with levels based
our later development.
tigated that supports or
assessment
goes
Topic I Psychological Skills
against a theory and determ
WPS04 8 Issues and debat
ine
students will be asked
es
to draw on
the strengths and weak
extended essay with levels
nesses
other areas of the qualifi
based of the theory as
cation in
assessment
an explanation;
order to understand conce
for example, finding evide
ptual and
nce for
methodological issues
and issues
or against Atkinson and
Shiffrin’s
and debate from acros
s all topic
(1968) multi-store mode
l as an
Problem solving
areas (except optional
Utilise problem solving
topics
expla
nation
).
of
memo
ry.
skills to exThroughout the specificatio
plore how psychological
n students WPS01 1(e),
theory and
may be required to respo
4(b)(c)(d) matheresearch can be developed
Students can create unsee
nd to
and applied
matical skills
n case
stimulus material using
to contexts. Mathematic
studies and scenarios to
psychological WPS02
al skills and
5(b) application of skills
share
concepts, theories and
calculations.
with each other in lesso
research from to real-li
ns for
fe context
across topic areas (p.5).
their peers to apply theore
WPS02 6 concepts applie
tical
Topic I Psychological Skills
d to
concepts; for example,
novel situations
a case
students will be asked
to draw on
of an aggressive teena
WPS03 5 synoptic issue
ger to be
other areas of the qualifi
s extend- explained using
cation in
ed written essay with levels
material from
order to understand conce
based Topic C and D.
ptual and
assessment
methodological issues
and issues
Students could develop
WPS03 3 (a)(b) mathe
matheand debate from acros
matical
s all topic
matical quiz activities to
interp
retatio
develop
n
areas (except optional
topics).
their understanding and
WPS03 8(a) 13(a) mathe
use these
Mathematical Skills (Appe
matical
to
test
ndix D)
their peers; for example,
calculations and graph
Throughout the course
ical
repre
- designing a set of result
of study,
sentations of data
s that
students will develop comp
meet the requirement of
etence
WPS04 7 Key question
a chiin mathematical skills,
for society squared test
with opportuand asking peers
extended essay with levels
nities for students to devel
based to explain which
op these
assessment
test, why, and
skills throughout the conte
calculate the significance
nt and
WPS04 8 Issues and debat
.
apply the skills to releva
es
nt psycholog- extended
Analysis
essay with levels based
ical contexts.
Analyse and evaluate aspec
assessment
ts
Throughout the specificatio
chological theory and resea of psyn students WPS01 1(e),
rch, and the
may be required to consi
4(b)(c)(d) matheissues and debates surrou
Students can practice exten
der issues of matical skills
nding psychol- validit
ded
y, reliability, credibility,
ogy as a discipline.
essays as homework or
generWPS01 3 Extended writte
in test
alisability, objectivity and
n essay conditions; for
subjectivity with levels
example, using
based assessment
in their evaluation of studie
SAMs and past papers.
s and
WPS02 5(b) application
theories. (p.5).
of skills
Students could design
to real-life context
an exTopic I Psychological Skills
tended essay question
WPS02 11 synoptic exten
and mark
students will be asked
ded
to draw on
schem
e for their peers to practi
written essay with levels
other areas of the qualifi
ce;
based
for
cation in
example, an evaluation
assessment
of a
order to understand conce
core theory or study.
ptual and
WPS03 5 synoptic issue
methodological issues
s extendand issues
ed
writte
n
essay with levels based
and debate from acros
International Advance
s all topic
assessment
d Level
areas (except optional
topics).
Subject: Psychology
WPS04 1(a)(i)(ii) implic
Mathematical Skills (Appe
ations of
ndix D)
psychological theory
The need for Transfer
Throu
ghout
the course of study,
able Skills
Sources: Cognitive
WPS04 7 Key question
/Intrapersonal and Interpers
students will develop comp
onal skills adapted and
for society
taken from the NRC
etence
framework
WPS0
4 8 Issues and debates
In recent years, higher
in mathematical skills,
education institutions
with opportuextended essay with levels
and employers have
demands of undergraduat
nities
for hted
consistently
studethe
ntsneed
based
e study and the world
highlig
to devel
op these
of work. The Organisation skills
for studen
capacities that can be
asses
smen
ts
to
t
develo
p
throug
learned and that enable
a
for Econo
range
hout eration
of transferable skills
mic Co-op
the conte
and pment (OECD
individuals to succes
andntDevelo
to enable them to respon
sfully andapply
) defines skills, or compe
d with confidence to
consisthe
skills
tently
to m
perfor
releva
an activit
the
nt
tencies, as ‘the bundle
psych
To
y
ologor
suppo
task
rt
and
the
can be built upon and
design of our qualification
of knowledge, attribu
Reasoning/argum
ical contexts.
extended through learnin
entes and
s, the Pearson Resea
Develop stude
Resea
g’.
rch Team selected and
nts’ ability const
tation rch Council’s (NRC) framework
ruct
evaluated seven global
as the most evidento
Throu
ghout
well-argued
ce-bas
the specification 21st-c
ed and robust skills
entury skills framew
, well-informed, balan
students
framework, and have
orks.
WPS0
Follow
ced
1
ing
1(e),
on
may
from
4(b)(c)(d)
used this as a basis
The framework includ
be required to respond
this process, the team
and
structured written argum
es cognit
identified the Nation
adapted skills mathe
to
ive, intrap
ents,
framework. Students can peer asses
maticfor
ersonal skills and interp
al
al our
skills
in the teaching, learnin
s extendstimu
lusskills
demoassess
material using psychologic
ersonal skills.
nstratment
g and/or
ing their
These
ed essays as homework
depth
have been
and
al WPS01 3 Extended
of the
bread
qualifi
th of concepts,
cation
reted
or in test
.
writte
understanding of the
they are appropriate
theories andinterp
n essay conditions; for
research to ensure
for this
subject
Identifying and highlig
subject. All of the skills example, using
with levels based
from across topic areas
hting these skills in
asses
listed
are
smen
t
International Advan
SAMs and past papers.evident or accessible
. To consider WPS02
universities highlight
ced Level qualifi
11
as being essential for
synop
issue
cation
tic extended
s of
s ensure
validitsy,that
reliab
success. Skills such
it is
ility,
Students could design
cannot learn from a
notcredib
only the
ility,acade
as self-directed
writte
micnand
textbook but have to
an exessay
cognit
study,
gener
with
ive levels
indepe
alisab
skills that
ility, ndent
be developed throug
based
objecresear
are develo
tivity and
ch, self-aw
tende
ped,dbut
h the teaching and learnin
essay
sub- arenes
thosequest
s of
asses
broade
own tstrengths and weakn
ionr eleme
smen
and mark
In the tables below,
jectivity in their
nts that
g experi
ence
esses schem
that
evalu
we have taken the NRC
and time-m
ation
be provid
ofcan
studie
e asanage
ed throug
a home
s WPS0
ment
framework skills and
aretask
an intern
work
how they can develo
skillsfor
3 5 hsynop
that students
ationa
and theori
l
tic
curricu
provided definit
issue
es
lum.
p each skill through
s
(p.5).
exten
d- their teachers to check
ions of how each skill
an International Advan
ed
can be interpreted
writte
;
for examn
essay
ced Level qualifi
Mathe
with
for
matic
this subject. This levels
cation
based
. al Skills (Appendix D)
ple,
will enable
an
evalu
teache
ation
asses
rs
of
and
a
smen
therap
learne
t
Throughout the course
rs to understandy.
examples of
of study,
WPS04 7 Key question
students will develop comp
Intrapersonal skill
for society
etence
s
extended essay with levels
in rper
Intellectual Openn
mathematical skills, with
based
Inte
ess
opportusonal skills
assessment
nities
stude
Team
ntsoratio
workfor
to devel
and
op these
Cog
collab
nitive skills
Adaptability
WPS0
n
4
8
Issue
skills throughout the conte
s andCogni
Apply knowledge and
debat
es Proce
understanding in
nt
and
tive
exten
ded essay with levels based sses and Strategies
different circumstance
Comm
apply
unicat
the
ionskills to Enable
s and situations in
relevant
studen
psych
ts ologto utilise
order to analyse questi
asses
a numbe
smen
Interpretation
r of
t
ical contexts.
ons based on unsee
Critical thinking
different opportunities
Demo
n
scenarios
to exhibit
e know
Developing a critical
andnstrat
ledge and under
new mater
ials.
perspective on
comm
stand
unicat
Throughout the specificatio ion skills in variety of ways
ing through the application
psychology by analys
n stude
ing the way
including written
ntsverbal
of theory to
WPS0
1 1(e),
and
may be required to
psychological theory
, throug
contextualised examples.
h 4(b)(c)(d) matherespo
and research
Students can
written
nd
to
discussions and debate
Interpret data
becritica
maticals skills
givenllyunsee
can be
stimulus material surrou
nted.
and evidence.
evalua
using
Personal and
nding
case studies and scena
psychpsycho
ologiclogical
al WPS0
Challenge students
core 2
concep
rios
6
conce
ts pts applied to
to
concepts, theoriesand
to reflect on and develo
social
argum
ents.
and resea
undertake research and
p
an understanding of
rch from novel context
Collaboration
the implications of
wider
across topic areasWorkin
responsibility
psychological resear
(p.5).g with others to develo
readin
p
g
in
order
ch in society and for
WPS0
to
Proble
apply
knowledge and unders
2 11 synoptic extended
m solving
theoMathematical Skills
social issues.
tanding of
Utilise problem solving
(Appe
retical conce
ndixtheory
D) and
psycho
pts; for
writte
logical
n ce,
essay with levels based
ple, skills to
Throughout the cours
eviden
explore howexam
psychological theory
e of
a patient with
study,er to addres
workin
Continuous
g togeth
a speci
asses
smen
Challenge students
menta
and resear
s the
students will develfeatur
l
coret
chfic
can
to reflect on and develo
be develo
op comp
Learning
ped and
es ofetenc
health issue
psycho
e logicalWPS0
p
to
be
their skills and unders
debate
Teamw
applie
expla
3
.
d
ined
ork
3
to
(a)(b)
contex
in
usingmatical
mathe
mathematical
ts. Mathe
tanding of psychology
matical skills,
Workin
g with
with
others
material from
oppor
to develo
to adapt to novel situati
skillsTopic
tup
and
interp
calcula
H.
retatio
tions.
n
ons within and across
nities for studentsknowle
Analysis
dge
and
understanding of
to devel
society.
Stude
Analys
op
nts
these
e
can
and
calculate
evalua
WPS03 8(a) 13(a) mathe
psychological theory
aspects of
andte
presskills throughout the
matic
and
eviden
psycho
al
conte
ce,
ent
logical
nt and
their data and findin
theory
and research,
calcu
Intellectual
g togeth
lation
gs from
s and graphical repreer to addres
apply the skills to workin
Develop students’ intelle
s the
core
issues and debates
relevaesntofpsych
their practiand
ctual interest and
featur
interest and
ologcal the
inves
psycho
tigatio
tions of data
logicalsenta
ns.logy
curiosity through stimul
ical
debate
Co-op
surrou
contexts.
eration
nding
psycho
us materials and
Challenge themselves WPS0 .
as a
curiosity
research evidence to
and others
discipline.
4 7toKey questReaso
ion forning/a
support and critique
reflect on and develo
sociergume
ty
ntation
p their
psychological unders
Develo
evalua
exten
p students’ ability to
ded tions
essay with levels based
tanding of human
and assessments of
construct
psycho
behaviour.
well-argued, well-in
logical
asses
sment
formed, balanced
content and methodology
to support the
and structured written
development of unders WPS0
arguments,
Undertaking a resear
tanding.4 8 Issues and debates
demonstrating their
ch task which is selfdepth and
exten
ded
Decision making
essay
directed – pursuing
breadth of understandin
with levels based
a line of personal
Cons
g of the
well-in
formed and balanced
assessment
interest, suchtruct
subject.
as key questi
Throughout the specificatio
ons for society,
argum
ents
through
concl
n students WPS01 1(e),
approp
usions about psyriateand
resear
ch metho
may be required to respo
4(b)(c)(d) matheds,
chological theory
Students can compare
nd to
and research. Make
matic
al
two
skills
key
stimulus material using
mathematical decisions
studies and determine
psychological WPS01
of significance,
which is
3 Extended written essay
concepts, theories and
relevance and data based
better in terms of core
research
evidence.
with levels based asses
evaluative
from across topic areas
sment
concepts, such as issue
. To consider WPS02
s of
5(b) application of skills
issues of validity, reliab
ility, credibility, to real-li
validity, reliability, credib
fe context
ility,
generalisability, objectivity
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and subWPS02 11 synoptic exten
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jectivity in their evaluation
ded
subjectivity; for example,
of studies written essay
comparand theories (p.5).
with levels based
ing Watson and Rayner
assessment
(1920)
Mathematical Skills (Appe
with Raine et al. (1997)
ndix D)
WPS03 5 synoptic issue
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Throughout the course
s extend- of credibility.
of study,
ed
writte
n essay with levels based
students will develop comp
Students can present an
etence
assessment
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with opportument to explore which
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theory
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er social
of data
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Transferable skills definitions

Defining and mapping transferable skills

Transferable skills definitions and mapping documents accompany our
specifications and provide additional support.

Transferable skills glossary
Definitions below should be understood within the context
of the subject.

Transferable skill

Definition

Adaptability

To change (or be changed) to fit changed circumstances.

Adaptive Learning

A type of learning that focuses on past successes and
how to use these as a basis in developing future strategies
and successes.

Analysis

The detailed break-down of a theme, topic or situation
in order to interpret or study the interrelationships
between parts.

Assertive Communication

Express one’s self effectively and ability to stand up for a point
of view, while also respecting the rights and beliefs of others.

Co-operation

The action or process of working together to the same end.

Collaboration

The action of working with someone or a group as an equal
partner to produce an outcome.

Communication

The imparting or exchanging of information by speaking,
writing, or using some other medium.

Continuous Learning

To continually develop and improve one's skills and knowledge
in order to perform effectively and adapt to changes in life.

Creativity

The use of imagination or original ideas to create something;
inventiveness.

Critical Thinking

The strategies used to objectively analyse and evaluate a topic,
problem or situation in order to form a judgement.

D

Decision Making

The action or process of making important decisions.

E

Empathy / Perspective
Taking

The ability to understand and share the feelings and
viewpoint of another.

Ethics

One’s own moral principles that govern behaviour or the
conducting of an activity.

Executive Function

The ability to successfully use a set of mental skills and
strategies that help individuals to approach problem solving,
get things done and make progress in their lives.

Initiative

The ability to assess and initiate things independently.

Innovation

To make new changes in something established, especially by
introducing new methods or ideas.

A

C

I

I

Transferable skill

Definition

Integrity

The quality of being honest and having strong moral principles.

Intellectual Interest and
Curiosity

A desire to invest time and energy into learning more about a
person, place, thing or concept.

Interpersonal Skills

Life-skills we use every day to communicate and interact with
other people, both individually and in groups.

Interpretation

The action of explaining the meaning of a theme, topic or
situation from one’s own individual perspective.

Leadership

The action of leading a group of people or an organization, or
the ability to do this.
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Negotiation

Discussion, including compromise where appropriate, aimed at
reaching an agreement.

N

Perseverance

A persistence in doing something, despite difficulty or delay in
achieving success.

P

Personal and Social
Responsibility

To act for the benefit of your community and society at large.

Problem Solving

The process of applying principles and concepts to
find solutions to difficult or complex issues.

Productivity

The effectiveness of productive effort, as measured in
terms of the rate of output.

Reasoning /
Argumentation

The process of reaching conclusions through use of
a logical process.

Responsibility

To take ownership for a situation or issue and accept the
consequences of own actions.

Self-Direction

Directed or guided by oneself, especially as an
independent agent.

Self-monitoring /
self-evaluation /
self-reinforcement

Looking at own progress to determine what has improved and
what areas still need improvement.

Self-Presentation

How people attempt to present themselves, shape how others
view them and create a certain impression.

Self-regulation
(metacognition,
forethought, reflection)

Self-regulation is when a person or group uses cognitive skills
and strategies to govern itself without outside assistance
or influence.

Teamwork

The combined action of a group, especially when effective
and efficient.
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The future
of skills

Pearson have teamed up with
researchers from Nesta and
the Oxford Martin School to
build a research project that
moves the conversation about
the future of work. Learn more
at futureskills.pearson.com

Read
our blog

Read our
latest blogs
to find out more about
how our qualifications
develop skills needed
for university
and the workplace.

To find out more
about our new Edexcel International GCSEs (9-1), visit

qualifications.pearson.com/edexcel-internationalgcse
about our updated International Advanced Level (IAL) visit

qualifications.pearson.com/ial
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